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MARKETIN G
Something to Hide Campaign - collectible
posters or postcards with intriguing
sayings and book cover
Exclusive first chapter reveal at leading
sites, including YA Books Central, USA
Today HEA Blog, etc.
Full page ad in Glitter Magazine and
either Justine or Girls Life Magazine
Inclusion in an Owl Crate monthly box
Original music soundtrack
Cover held from catalog for a
coordinated cover reveal closer to
publication date
3+ = +3%

ENTANG L ED: T E EN S EPT EMB ER 2016

Chasing Truth
Julie Cross

The bestselling author of Whatever Life Throws at You kicks off
a brand-new series perfect for fans of Ally Carter or Robin
Benway.

Three months after the scandal that rocked the nation—the suicide of Simon,

the teenage son of a California senator—seventeen-year-old Eleanor Ames is

left wondering if abandoning her con-artist family for the private school life

was worth it. Not only was Simon her date to homecoming, he was also one

of the few people at school who didn’t seem like a phony. And she can spot a

phony a mile away. Just when things are beginning to return to normal, Miles

Beckett moves into her apartment building, rides her bus to school, and won’t

stop asking questions about Simon’s death.

The thing is…Ellie has questions too. Not only about Simon, but about the

new kid who seems to be here for the sole purpose of dredging up a ghost. Can

Ellie uncover what happened to Simon without falling in too deep with Miles?

Julie lives in Central Illinois with her husband and three children. She's a lover of books,

devouring several novels a week, especially in the young adult and new adult genres. You can

find her online at www.juliecrossbooks.com.
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MARKETIN G
“Break the Code” trailer. Break the code
to unlock the trailer for Olivia Decoded.
First 5-25 receive swag from Vivi.
Cyber bullying / stalking awareness
campaign
Re-read / readalong of Olivia Twisted in
the month or two before Olivia Decoded
to drum up interest in the series
STEM Careers for Girls campaign in
conjunction with A.L. Davroe & Nexis /
Redux
Reading group guide

ENTANG L ED: T E EN S EPT EMB ER 2016

Olivia Decoded
Vivi Barnes

The long-anticipated follow-up to Olivia Twisted is an action-
packed thriller full of romance, intrigue, and of course
computer hacking.

Eight months after Jack left her on her balcony, Liv is now happily settled

into life with her grandfather and a senior at the uppity Dalton Academy.

When she receives roses and an expensive bracelet on Valentine’s Day, she

suspects Jack is behind it. But when the gifts begin getting creepy, she enlists

his and Sam’s help to discover who the stalker is.

Jack is busy helping Nancy run the Briarcreek home, which is also now home

to the displaced girls of the defunct escort service, including Maggie, his

ex-girlfriend. When Nancy tells him someone is hacking into their house

accounts and stealing money, Jack puts Micah on duty to discover who’s

behind it. He’s shocked when they discover that the hacking is traceable to

his computer—and that it was used to purchase an expensive bracelet—the

same one someone sent to Liv.

Jack and Liv must work together to figure out who is stalking her and setting

him up as a thief in his own house and put a stop to it for good.

Vivi Barnes was raised on a farm in East Texas where her theater-loving mom and cowboy dad

gave her a unique perspective on life. After college, she convinced her supportive husband to

move with her to be part of the sunshine and magic in Orlando, Florida. On a good day, she

manages to divide her time writing, working, reading, goofing off with her three kids, and

avoiding dirty dishes. Visit her online at www.vivibarnes.com.
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MARKETIN G
Female empowerment campaign -
messages emphasizing trust between
girls and great female friendship
Cross-promotion with Sara Wolf’s Forget
Me Always #ForTheSurvivors event
#MHYALit (Mental Health in YA Lit) with
TLT Library Toolkit
Targeted regional media outreach to
author’s hometown, alumni, etc. Review
copy sent to Denver Post

ENTANG L ED: T E EN S EPT EMB ER 2016

The Replacement Crush
Lisa Brown Roberts

An accessible, heart-melting romance that also tackles serious
issues for teen girls today, from the author of Playing the
Player.

Romance book blogger Vivian Galdi is a girl on a mission: the Replacement

Crush Mission. After Jake the Snake pretends their secret summer kissing

sessions never happened, Vivian creates a list of safe crush targets, determined

to avoid anyone who pings her zing meter. But nerd-hot Dallas, the new guy

in town, sends the mission and Vivian’s zing meter into chaos. While

designing software for the bookstore where Vivian works, Dallas wages a

counter mission, analyzing his target and taking advantage of the tactical

errors in her strategy.

Does Dallas just like a good game of Replacement Crush Battlefield, or is he

on his own mission to prove to Vivian that true love can’t be strategized?

And how much collateral damage can they both sustain during the heat of

battle?

Lisa Brown Roberts currently works in higher education during the day and writes feverishly

at 3:00 in the morning, on weekends, and any other time she can convince her family to go play

outside and leave her alone. Except for the cats. They can stay, because every writer needs a cat

(or two) on her lap.You can find Lisa on Twitter @LBrownRoberts or

www.lisabrownroberts.com.
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MARKETIN G
Create a book club/teacher's discussion
guide to include as bonus content for the
paperback
Include chapter #1 of book 2 (Remember
Yesterday)
Possible scene/story from Logan's
perspective
Possible interview with Pintip Dunn
Minority Report series on FOX rewatch
3+ = +3%

ENTANG L ED: T E EN S EPT EMB ER 2016

Forget Tomorrow
Pintip Dunn

Minority Report meets Legend in this thrilling sci-fi romance
available in paperback for the first time.

In a futuristic world the entire society is built around memories being sent

back from the future. On their 17th birthday everyone will receive a memory

that will help sculpt who they will be in the future. When Callie receives her

memory, it isn't one of her changing the world. Callie is gifted with the vision

of her murdering her younger sister, Jessamine.

Arrested for a crime she has yet to commit Callie finds herself brutalized and

held in the hell that is known as Limbo, a place where they keep people

whose vision shows them breaking the law. While being held, Callie is tested

on and finds out that the government are holding, torturing, and then making

these people live out their vision.

Once they are forced to commit their crime they are killed. This is the fate in

store for Callie, but it's so much worse, because if the government finds out

that Jessamine is gifted, they'll take her and do tests on her. Callie is saved

from her fate though by Tony, a boy she knew years before.

Tony helps break her out of prison and takes her to a camp of outsiders who

have each run from civilization and the future memory they were given. But

running doesn't change the future and Jessamine is still taken and tested on by

the government which sets off the motion of Callie returning to the city, but

will Callie save her little sister or be forced to complete her memory of the

future and kill her?

When her first-grade teacher asked her what she wanted to be when she grew up, Pintip

replied, "An author." Although she has pursued other interests over the years, this dream has

never wavered. Pintip graduated from Harvard University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in

English Literature and Language. She received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip lives with

her husband and children in Maryland. Visit her online at www.pintipdunn.com.
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MARKETIN G
Read-along of first book
Puzzle piece cover reveal similar to
Oblivion
Themed 25-50-stop blog tour
Continue the #JoinTheFight campaign
Remembering Our Yesterdays series –
Speaks to thinking about the
past/regrets/what you would change.

ENTANG L ED: T E EN OCTO B ER 2016

Remember Yesterday
Pintip Dunn

The sequel to the sci-fi hit Forget Tomorrow is a twisting,
turning roller-coaster ride—the perfect sci-fi futuristic read.

Seventeen-year-old Jessa Stone is the most valuable citizen in Eden City. Her

psychic abilities could lead to significant scientific discoveries -- if only she'd

let TechRA study her. But after they kidnapped and experimented on her as a

child, cooperating with the scientists is the last thing Jessa would do.

But when she discovers the past isn't what she assumed, Jessa must join forces

with budding scientist Tanner Callahan to rectify a fatal mistake made ten

years ago. She'll do anything to change her past -- even if it means aligning

herself with the enemy she swore to defeat.

When her first-grade teacher asked her what she wanted to be when she grew up, Pintip

replied, "An author." Although she has pursued other interests over the years, this dream has

never wavered. Pintip graduated from Harvard University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in

English Literature and Language. She received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip lives with

her husband and children in Maryland. Visit her online at www.pintipdunn.com.
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MARKETIN G
BuzzFeed Quiz: Which fairy-tale retelling
suits you best? Or should you read
next?
One Book campaign video with author
Author video chat on YouTube about the
author’s favorite fairy-tales
Like This, Try This style social media
campaign
Outreach to bloggers who read/love
fairy-tale retellings
3+ = +3%

ENTANG L ED: T E EN OCTO B ER 2016

Spindle
Shonna Slayton

From the author of Cinderella’s Dress, a brand-new standalone
novel that retells the story of Sleeping Beauty, this time set
during the Industrial Revolution.

Sleeping Beauty's happily ever after isn't the end of the story...

The evil fairy's magic is still trapped in her unfulfilled curse, and the only way

to release it is to see a girl to the death. But the spindle has been hidden away

for centuries, until a peddler offers it to an unsuspecting mill girl during the

Industrial Revolution.

Briar Jenny had planned to escape her life of poverty and hardship with

Wheeler, an ambitious young man who plans to leave the valley and start his

own business. Trouble is, he no longer cares for her, fancying the new girl who

just moved into town to work at the cotton mill. When Briar tries to use the

spindle to win back Wheeler's heart and secure her future, she has no idea the

power she has unleashed.

After pricking her finger on the magic spindle, she falls under a sleeping

sickness that slowly claims her body bit by bit. It will take all her strength, to

not only survive, but also break the curse and defeat the evil fairy for good.

Shonna Slayton is the author of the YA novels Cinderella's Dress (Summer 2014) and

Cinderella's Shoes (Fall 2015) published by Entangled Teen. She finds inspiration in reading

vintage diaries written by teens, who despite using different slang, sound a lot like teenagers

today. When not writing, Shonna enjoys amaretto lattes and spending time with her husband

and children in Arizona.
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MARKETIN G
Huffington Post and Daily Quirk author
interviews
Original music soundtrack
BuzzFeed Quiz - Which character from
Anomaly are you?
Movie Monday Rewatch of The Matrix
with live tweeting event
Book club / teacher’s discussion
question set
Part of large Fall 2016 Sci-Fi Event

ENTANG L ED: T E EN NOVEMB ER 2016

Enigma
Tonya Kuper

The sequel to the bestselling Anomaly is a twisty-turny,
romantic page turner perfect for fans of The Matrix.

What’s worse than having half of your secret race wanting to kill you?

Having both sides want to control you.

Feeling something for Reid Wentworth is not part of the plan. Josie Harper

doesn’t have time to think about hot boys when she has to help unite the

Resistance against the Consortium.

To say her life has changed since discovering she’s an Oculus would be the

understatement of the century. The Consortium is out to enslave humanity

—yeah, they aren’t fooling around—and as an Oculus, she’s one of the few

people capable of altering reality and thwarting them.

In the largest Resistance hub in North America, Josie learns she doesn’t only

have the strongest abilities to Push and Retract reality, she has gifts no other

Oculus has. When they get word that the Consortium is flying in a world-

renowned tech researcher to their headquarters who may have the knowledge

to enslave humans, Josie and Reid assemble a team to intercept the researcher

and to bust out Reid’s best friend, Santos, who was taken hostage until they

get Josie. But the Board won’t let them leave.

The lines have blurred. The only person Josie can trust is Reid.

Tonya Kuper is the promotions manager at the Seymour Agency, as well as a frequent

contributor to the blogs YA Stands and All the Write Notes. Anomaly is her debut novel.

Visit her online at http://tonyakuper.blogspot.com/.
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MARKETIN G
Promote the books via a multi-pronged
blog series about world building
Series of prequel novellas starring Cade
and Noah to be published as eBooks
after release, but should include a few
pages of one at the end of Infinity
Teasers about the Infinity Division world
& technology using hashtag
#TheInfinityDivision or #CadesNotes or
#InfinityWorld
Part of a large Fall 2016 Sci-Fi Event
Original music soundtrack
Reddit AMA on Reddit.com/r/books

ENTANG L ED: T E EN NOVEMB ER 2016

Infinity
Jus Accardo

This start of a new science-fiction series from the bestselling
author of the Touch series is full of action and romance.

Two families. One Device. Infinite possibilities…

Being the daughter of an army general isn’t easy. Someone’s always watching,

and dating? Not a chance when any guy that gets within ten miles has to

undergo a background check. But, on the bright side, seventeen year old Kori

Anderson finally has her freedom. For the first time in her life, she's living

off base. Unfortunately, when she's caught vandalizing public property, that

all changes.

With her father called to Washington, supervision is arranged in the form of

two subordinates. There's Cade, as beautiful as he is deadly, he watches her

with hungry eyes, and Noah, hauntingly familiar, glares at her in disgust.

When they save her from a seemingly random attack, Kori's world turns

upside down.

Kori’s father heads the Infinity Division, a secret government project

responsible for inventing a device that allows travel between parallel Earths.

When a man seeking revenge—a twisted individual who feels wronged by her

father—declares war on Infinity, Kori ends up in a deadly crossfire.

Jus is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well

as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New

Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes guard

bear, Oswald.
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MARKETIN G
Anti-bullying conversation: Editorial
pitches to Pacers, HuffPo, Nami.org
Special galley mailing to Youtube and
Instagram community including series
marketing materials
“More scenes, more steam, and more
screams,” campaign to target existing
fans.
SLJ Teen newsletter ad
Continue #ForTheSurvivors promotion
from Love Me Never (Spring 2016)
“If you like this, try this” campaign
alongside The Replacement Crush

ENTANG L ED: T E EN NOVEMB ER 2016

Forget Me Always
Sara Wolf

A compelling, heart-wrenching second in a series perfect for
fans of Jennifer L. Armentrout's contemporary romances,
which has already garnered legions of fans as a self-published
work.

It’s been nineteen days since Isis Blake forgot about him. The boy she can't

quite remember. She's stuck in the hospital with a turban-size bandage on her

head, more Jell-o than a human being should ever face, and a tiny bit of

localized amnesia. Her only goal? To get out of this place before she becomes

a complete nutjob herself.

But as Isis’s memories start to return, she realizes there’s something

important there at the edges of her mind. Something that may mean the

difference between life and death. Something about Sophia, Jack’s girlfriend.

Jack Hunter—the “Ice Prince”—remembers everything. Remembers Isis's

purple hair and her smart-assed mouth. Remembers that for a little while, Isis

made him feel human. She made him feel. She burned a hole in the ice…and

it's time to freeze back up. Boys like him don't deserve girls like her. Because

Jack is dangerous. And that danger might be the only thing protecting her

from something far more threatening.

Her past.

Sara Wolf is a writer, Sox fan, wine girl, and author of the Lovely Vicious series.

http://sarawolfbooks.blogspot.com/
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MARKETIN G
Interactive pre-publication campaign,
including price promotion on Nexis,
Teaser graphics revealed on social
media, produced book trailer
If it’s the same MC as in Nexis, then
diversity/disability posts since Ella is in
a wheelchair / need for sci-fi books that
include diverse characters
Create a body self-acceptance
campaign to fit with critique of
Evanescence’s Alt and Mod-obsessed
society
The Daily Quirk author interview
Part of large Fall 2016 Sci-Fi Event

ENTANG L ED: T E EN DECEMB ER 2016

Redux
A.L. Davroe

The sequel to the science-fiction Cinderella retelling Nexis is
full of twists and turns, and a heart-stopping romance readers
will swoon for.

The domed city of Evanescence has been overrun with renegade androids and

the disfavored from The Waste. Ellani Drexel joins Guster and a small band of

refugees in escaping the city through the Undertunnel. They hope to make it

to Cadence, their sister city, but once the door has been sealed behind them,

they find that the dark, days-long journey through the tunnel is more difficult

than it appears.

Tensions grow high as reality sets in and truths are revealed. Ella already

knows some of it—like her involvement in her city’s downfall and her

determination to not only make it up to the survivors, but to one day reclaim

her home. But she doesn’t know why Guster is suddenly acting strange. And

she isn’t counting on the game-changing secret that Quentin reveals about

Guster. Nor does she know that the Disfavored are after her. And she

certainly doesn’t know that the Anansi Virus that she planted in Nexis had a

secondary protocol...

It’s called Redux.

And it’s waiting for Ella.

A.L. Davroe likes books, cats, chai tea lattes, and the word "chime." By day, A.L. makes cheese

for a local artisan dairy and, by night, A.L. writes in various sub-genres of adult and YA

fantasy, science fiction, horror, and romance, and she lives in Connecticut.

www.ALDavroe.com.
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